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Abstract— Fusing data from ambient and wearable sensors
when performing in-home healthcare monitoring allows for
high accuracy activity inference due to the complementary
nature of sensing modalities. Where residences may house
multiple occupants, we must automatically identify related data
streams before fusion may occur, a process known as sensor
correlation. In this paper a multi-objective variant of the
Bayesian Framework for Feature Selection (BFFS) is used to
construct small inter-sensor redundant feature sets which train
efficient per-sensor activity classifiers. Probabilistic decision
level fusion is then used to deal with noisy and erroneous sensor
data and perform real-time correlation. The potential value of
the proposed algorithm for pervasive sensing is demonstrated
with both simulated and experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he general trend of an increasingly aged population has
placed significant burdens on existing healthcare
systems. This has motivated the recent development of
effective home healthcare environments. By continuously
monitoring patient behaviour and activity using wearable and
ambient sensors, it is possible to gain an insight into the
wellbeing of the elderly and identify transient abnormalities
that may lead to major adverse events. For the patient, this
can provide a higher level of independence and a better
quality of care than has been previously possible.
Whilst the fusion of ambient and wearable sensors
provides improved accuracy in activity recognition for those
living alone [1], it becomes difficult to automate when
dwellings may contain multiple occupants; as we must first
establish a link between related sensors. This raises many
technical challenges. Firstly, for issues of privacy and
usability we must perform correlation without a-priori
knowledge of identity. Secondly, the approach needs to be
computationally efficient, allowing correlation to occur onnode and in real time. Finally, the technique must be able to
operate in sub-optimal conditions when data obtained from
subjects may be unreliable or contaminated by noise.
The purpose of our work is to provide a probabilistic
sensor correlation framework operating at the decision level.
By using per-sensor activity classifiers and calculating the
probabilistic agreement in the underlying activity of the
subject we can correlate sensors without prior knowledge of
subjects and deal with potentially noisy data. Within the
framework a feature selection algorithm is proposed to
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identify small feature sets from independent sensors. This
facilitates feature generation and activity inference
techniques that can be embedded into sensor hardware and
execute in real time. These features sets are constructed with
discriminatory overlap in mind – such that they may be
utilised
to
detect
activities
independently
and
simultaneously.
II. BACKGROUND
To acquire ambient sensing data, it is common to use reed
switches for door entry and appliance activation [2]. This can
provide occupancy data at relatively low cost. Humidity,
pressure, light, bearing and sound levels have also been used
extensively [3]. Recently, video based sensors have been
employed which can unobtrusively monitor the environment
and the subjects themselves [4].
It has been shown [1] that ambient sensing can provide
complementary contextual data to wearable sensors [5, 6].
There has also been significant research in the use of wearable cameras to provide information regarding the attention
of the wearer [7] and how they interact with others [8].
The fusion of complementary data streams allows for high
accuracy activity and behaviour profiling based on pattern
recognition techniques such as Bayesian Networks [9],
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [10] and Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMMs) [1]. Due to an increase in dimensionality
there is also a requirement for data reduction including
feature selection [11], Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
and manifold embedding [12].

III. FEATURE GENERATION & SELECTION
A. Ear Worn Activity Recognition (e-AR) Sensor
The wearable device used in this study is the e-AR earmounted sensor developed at Imperial College [13]. It is
based on the Nordic nRF24E1 integrated chipset comprising
the nRF2401 2.4GHz RF transceiver, MCU, analogue-todigital converter and supporting hardware. A 3-axis
accelerometer is also housed within the casing. During use,
the e-AR sensor periodically samples from the accelerometer
and transmits this data to a nearby base station where
features such as head-tilt, mean, median and variance of the
three dimensional signal are extracted.
B. Ambient Vision Based Blob Sensor
For environmental sensing, the ambient blob-based vision
sensor [4] is used, consisting of video sensor, processor,
wireless communication link and on-board battery. ‘Blobs’
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that represent subjects under surveillance are extracted using
a statistical model of the background [14] and the optical
flow within is then calculated [15]. Whilst geometric features
of the ‘blobs’ can reveal information regarding pose, optical
flow can aid in the detection of local motion such as that of
the limbs.

five e-AR/blob feature-set pairs, ranked using value 0.6 for θ.
TABLE I
TOP PER-SENSOR FEATURE S
e-AR Features

C. Identifying Inter-Sensor Redundant Feature Sets
Feature sets are extracted such that they exhibit
classification redundancy across sensing modalities.
Consequently, activities can be detected accurately and
independently by per-sensor classifiers at the same time.
Figure 1 demonstrates this concept. The area enclosed by a
circle is directly proportional to the discriminatory power of
the feature set. The cross-hatched area is proportional to
discriminatory overlap - the proportion of data points that
are correctly classified when either feature set is used
independently and in the absence of the other. In the example
presented here, e-AR feature set Ψ A and blob set ΩB are the
most suitable pair, since they both have excellent
independent discriminatory power as well as overlap.
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IV. PROBABILISTIC DECISION LEVEL CORRELATION
With the appropriate e-AR and blob feature sets selected,
they are exposed to pre-trained per-sensor activity classifiers.
We note that, whilst from an e-AR sensor we may
generate a single feature stream, several may be generated
from a blob sensor each relating to a ‘blob’ in its field of
vision.
TABLE II
TOP INTER-SENSOR REDUNDANT FEATURE SETS

Ψ
Ω
D

1
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1.1085

2
2, 3
1, 2, 3
1.0931

3
1, 3
1, 2, 3
1.0880

4
1, 2, 3
1, 2
1.0745

5
1, 2, 3
1, 3
1.0684

For each per-sensor classifier, pre-calculated confusion
matrices are used to determine P (A | C ), the probability of
Figure 1: Demonstrating discriminatory overlap.

an activity A given classification C . By noting that

To reduce feature set search space we first apply BFFS
[11] to rank sensor-specific features which, when used
singularly and independently, yield high accuracy
classification. Table I presents the top six features for each
sensor. These results are based upon data from six subjects
asked to perform the nine activities listed in Pansiot et al.
[1], for duration of one minute each.
To automatically select sets with the highest redundancy
across
sensors
we
utilize
the
multi-objective
accuracy/redundancy score D(Ψ, Ω) to rank feature sets
[16];
D(Ψ, Ω) = −(1 − θ) × (E AUC (Ψ ∪ Ω)

P (A) ∝ P (A | C e −AR ) × P (A | C Blob )
we calculate the probability of a match in subject activity
given two classifications based on data from different
sensors. In order to recognise that recent activity matches are
more important in correlation, and mitigate the effect of
classification noise, we further calculate a correlation score,
Μ, that linearly weights the probabilities of an activity match
from the last n samples.
n −1

Μ(i ) = ∑ (n − j )Pmatch (i − j )

−E AUC (Ω)) + θ × (E AUC (Ψ) + E AUC (Ω))

j =0

Candidate e-AR feature sets are represented by Ψ whilst blob
sets are denoted by Ω. Factor θ allows us to express the
relative importance of per-sensor accuracy and inter-sensor
redundancy for those two sets. To limit the size of feature
sets constructed we use a maximum of three features - taken
from the top ranked for that sensor. Table II presents the top

For each combination of e-AR and blob classifier outputs
we calculate Μ over time and analyze their relative values,
noting that the combination of classifications based upon
data from the same subject will be higher. The proportion of
time that a pair of streams is matched over others is used to
provide resilience to occasions where subjects are
performing similar activities.
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V. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
A. Experiment Setup
Data from 5 subjects performing 9 activities [1] is
collected over a period of approximately 9 minutes and
Gaussian Mixture Models are cross-trained using
Expectation-Maximization (EM). Random e-AR and blob
classification stream pairs are generated to add confusion to
our experiment and simulate a number of different people
within a household.
Table III summarises our findings and presents two
accuracy metrics. Correlation accuracy is the percentage of
time the correct sensors were matched throughout the
experiment, whereas final accuracy is the percentage of
sensors that were correctly matched at the end of the
observed period. For each subject, correlation accuracy is
averaged over 10 iterations and with up to 5 simulated
people. This is further averaged over all 5 subjects.
All feature sets demonstrate a high accuracy of pairing.
As we may expect, correlation accuracy is marginally lower
than final accuracy due to periods within the experiment
where subject activities are indistinguishable.
B. Real Time Operation
To demonstrate system operation we present 2 scenarios
involving 2 subjects monitored over approximately 4
minutes. In both instances, per-sensor classifiers were trained
using feature set 5 from Table II.
During scenario 1, subject 1 is asked to perform a circuit
of activities, starting with sitting through reading, eating and
standing. Subject 2 is asked to get up from a lying position,
sitting on their bed, then stand and walk. For the second
scenario, subject 1 was asked to walk to the bed from an
initially seated position, and lie down. The other subject was
instructed to sit, eat, and read at different locations within
the room, walking between them.
For each scenario, Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the
correlation accuracy as a function of time for both the
related e-AR/blob pair (subject 1, in blue) and the same e-AR
sensor paired with an erroneous blob sensor (subject 2, in
purple). A correct match occurs when the blue trace is above
the purple, i.e. a sensor couple is paired together more often
than the alternatives. The activities returned from the e-AR
and blob classifiers for subject 1 are also presented in each
instance.
Figure 2, shows that correct e-AR and blob sensors are
matched immediately and for the entire duration of scenario
1. For the first 30s, the correct sensors are always matched,
since sitting/slouching classes returned from the second

Fig. 2: Percentage match of e-AR classification against blob
classification from same subject (blue) and different subject
(purple) in scenario 1.

subject are never confused with eating. After a small
reduction, an increase occurs as reading is more likely paired
with eating than slouching, returned from the blob sensor
monitoring subject 2. At 3m28s a drop in accuracy is
observed due to increased confusion with the second subject,
who is now standing and walking. During the final 10s of the
experiment, accuracy begins to increase as head tilt is
observed by both sensors monitoring subject 1.
During the first 40s of the second scenario, the e-AR
sensor worn by subject 1, who is getting up to prepare for
bed, is more frequently paired with the blob sensor
monitoring subject 2, since activity head tilted is matched
similarly during a period of motion. Between 40s and 2m38s,
subject 1 becomes seated on the bed and this can be readily
seen by the classifications returned. During this period, the
second subject has been primarily classified using data from
the blob sensor as walking, with brief periods of eating. This

TABLE III
ACCURACY OBTAINED WITH UP TO 6 SUBJECTS

Correlation
Accuracy (%)
Final
Accuracy (%)

1

2

3

4

5

95

95

94

90

95

97

100

100

100

100

Fig. 3: Percentage match of e-AR classification against blob
classification from same subject (blue) and different subject
(purple) in scenario 2.
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creates low confusion with the incorrect subject and leads to
a steady increase in classification accuracy – with 50% first
crossed at 1m57s. As subject 1 reclines, slouching is
detected by the e-AR sensor, and lying from the associated
blob sensor, distinguishing subjects well. Correlation
accuracy further increases from 3m15s onwards, resulting in
a match of the correct e-AR and blob sensor at the end of the
experiment.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a decision-level approach for
real-time automatic correlation of ambient and wearable
sensors that requires no knowledge of subject identity or
location. Whilst small feature sets have been built with
discriminatory overlap in mind we note that, for probabilistic
correlation, this may not be as important as inter-sensor
agreement with regard to the most probable activity
performed. We plan to extend our algorithm to consider this
as a parameter in feature selection. It should also be noted
that the proposed system assumes the blob sensor may
reliably extract per subject data and issues of occlusion are
ignored. Whilst problematic to feature extraction, we may
combine this system with temporal tracking to alleviate its
effect on classification accuracy.
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